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Abstract17

The relation between a continuous ongoing stimulus and the brain response that18

it evokes can be characterized by a stimulus-response model fit to the data. This19

systems-identification approach offers insight into perceptual processes within the20

brain, and it is also of potential practical use for devices such as Brain Computer21

Interfaces (BCI). The quality of the model can be quantified by measuring the fit22

with a regression problem, or by applying it to a classification task and measuring23

its performance. Here we focus on a match-mismatch task that entails deciding24

whether a segment of brain signal matches, via a model, the auditory stimulus25

that evoked it. The match-mismatch task can be used to compare performance26

of different stimulus-response models. We show that performance in a match-27

mismatch task and metrics summarizing regression accuracies can provide com-28

plementary insights in the relation between stimulus and response. Importantly,29

the match-mismatch task provides information about discriminatory power, mak-30

ing it directly applicable to BCI applications. Evaluation is performed on a freely31

available database, and code is available for scripts and functions to allow scrutiny32

of our results and facilitate comparative evaluation of future developments.33
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Introduction34

Continuous stimuli such as speech or music elicit an ongoing brain response35

(Ahissar et al., 2001; Aiken and Picton, 2008; Power et al., 2011; Ding and Si-36

mon, 2012; Kubanek et al., 2013) that can be detected with electroencephalog-37

raphy (EEG) or magnetoencephalography (MEG). The relation between stimulus38

and response can be characterized by fitting a model to the data (Lalor et al., 2009;39

Crosse et al., 2016). Most work has used a linear stimulus-response model to re-40

late some feature transform of the stimulus (envelope, spectrogram, etc.) to the41

brain response. Such models come in three main flavors: a forward model that42

attempts to predict the neural response from the stimulus (Lalor et al., 2009; Ding43

and Simon, 2012; Crosse et al., 2016), a backward model that attempts to infer44

the stimulus from the response (Mesgarani and Chang, 2012; O’Sullivan et al.,45

2015; Puvvada and Simon, 2017; Hausfeld et al., 2018; O’Sullivan et al., 2019;46

Akbari et al., 2019), or a hybrid forward-backward model that transforms both47

stimulus and response to better reveal their relation (Dmochowski et al., 2017; de48

Cheveigné et al., 2018; Zhuang et al., 2020). The fit of the model is usually quan-49

tified by calculating the correlation coefficient between stimulus and response,50

or their transforms: the observation of a significant correlation suggests that the51

model captures some aspect of neural processing. Details of the model (e.g. la-52

tency or shape of a temporal response function) can then provide insights into the53

sensory processing mechanisms at work within the brain.54

In this paper, we consider a simple classification task (match-mismatch, MM),55

that applies to listening scenarios with only one sound source. This task consists of56

deciding whether a segment of EEG or MEG is temporally aligned with a segment57

of audio (i.e. that segment of response was evoked by that segment of stimulus), or58

not. This can be framed as a classification task, and performance can be quantified59

by the sensitivity index, defined here as the standardized mean of the distribution60
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of the decision metric, or the error rate. Together, correlation, sensitivity index,61

and error rate form a trio of complementary performance metrics.62

Auditory attention decoding (AAD), a different task, has played an important63

role in past studies (Kerlin et al., 2010; Power et al., 2011; Ding and Simon, 2012;64

Mesgarani and Chang, 2012). A subject is instructed to attend to one of two65

concurrent streams, usually speech, and the algorithm decides which stream was66

attended based on the brain activity. Performance is measured in terms of how67

reliably the algorithm identifies the appropriate speech stream, and can be used to68

judge the quality of the model, as with the MM task. However, unlike the AAD69

task, the MM task can be evaluated in listening scenarios where there is only one70

speaker, and does not depend on whether the listener followed instructions as to71

which stream to attend.72

The AAD task taps a richer phenomenology than MM and is thus more elab-73

orate: data collection requires a two-voice stimulus, specific instructions to sub-74

jects, and a well-controlled experimental setup. However, AAD models rely on75

data labels defined by the experimental task (which voice the subject is attending).76

Moreover, we cannot rule out that the listener’s attentional state differs momentar-77

ily from instructions (e.g. attentional capture by the “unattended” stream), and so78

some proportion of the data may be mislabeled. This can be a problem if we wish79

to evaluate algorithms in the limit of small error rates (which is where we want80

to be). The simpler MM task, in contrast, is applicable to the evaluation of high81

performance algorithms with vanishing error rates. Also, avoiding data labels al-82

lows models to be trained for this task in a self-supervised way. In this paper,83

we use the MM task to compare stimulus-response models that relate speech to84

EEG responses. This allows us to compare models even in the limit of vanishing85

error rates. We speculate that the MM task, like AAD, might find use in a BCI ap-86

plication, for example to monitor the attentional (or inattentional) state of a user.87
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Accurate model performance is critical in this case.88

Building on prior work, we introduce a set of refinements of stimulus-response89

models that lead to significant improvements. These refinements allow more de-90

tailed models and limit the curse of overfitting. As we will show, error rates91

averaged over subjects for 5s segments fall from ∼30% for the simplest model92

to ∼3% for the best (0% error for a subset of subjects) indicating highly reliable93

stimulus-response models. Our focus is on understanding which processing steps94

improve performance, and why.95

Recently, intense activity has been devoted to stimulus-response models to96

gain insight into perceptual processes for speech or music (Di Liberto et al., 2015;97

Goossens et al., 2018; O’Sullivan et al., 2019; Broderick et al., 2019; Decruy et al.,98

2020; Bednar and Lalor, 2020; Zuk et al., 2020), and for BCI applications (Jaeger99

et al., 2020; Jalilpour Monesi et al., 2020). However, progress is slowed by the100

lack of reliable comparative evaluation due to the diversity of experimental condi-101

tions and data, the absence of state-of-the-art algorithms in the “line-up”, and the102

aforementioned issue of segment mislabeling that hobbles evaluation based on the103

commonly-used AAD task. We use a publicly available database, metrics based104

on the simpler MM task, and we propose a well-defined benchmark implementa-105

tion to facilitate evaluation of future advances.106

This study offers two main contributions. First, it introduces a simple objec-107

tive task, match-mismatch, to help in the evaluation of stimulus-response models.108

Second, it documents a set of techniques that boost performance beyond state of109

the art.110
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1 Methods111

This section describes the stimulus-response model and provides details of the112

evaluation methods and experiments. The busy reader is encouraged to read the113

next Subsection, then skip to Results and come back for more details as needed.114

We assume that brain responses are recorded by EEG, but the same methods are115

applicable to MEG or other recording modalities.116

1.1 Models and metrics117

In this subsection we define the mathematical tools to describe what we wish to118

accomplish, and the metrics to judge success.119

Data Model. The brain response data consist of a time series matrix X of di-120

mensions T (time) × J (channels). Each channel of the response is assumed121

to be a weighted sum of sources, including brain sources of interest that reflect122

processing of sound as well as undesired noise and artifacts:123

xj(t) =
∑
i

si(t)mij, (1)

where t is time, [si(t)], i = 1 . . . I are sources, and the mij are unknown source-124

to-sensor mixing weights. In matrix notation X=SM. This model matches the125

physical source-to-sensor mixing process which is, to a good approximation, lin-126

ear and instantaneous. The stimulus is represented as a matrix or column vector A,127

usually a transform of the acoustic stimulus designed to mimick known aspects of128

processing within the auditory system. Typical transforms are the waveform enve-129

lope (akin to a measure of “instantaneous loudness”) or the spectrogram (akin to130

an “auditory nerve activity pattern”). A is of size T ×K, where K is the number131

of channels of the stimulus representation (e.g. number of frequency bands of a132

spectrogram). In the following, K = 1.133
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Stimulus-Response Model. We assume that some transform f of the stimulus134

representation is non-trivially related to some transform g of the EEG:135

f(A) ≈ g(X) (2)

where ≈ indicates similarity according to some metric. By non-trivial we mean136

that Eq. 2 can be used empirically to decide whether or not some segment Xs of137

the brain data was recorded in response to a segment As of the stimulus.138

Equation 2 is quite general, but we focus on three special cases for which the139

transforms f and g are linear. In the linear forward model, AF ≈ X, a transform140

matrix F (possibly convolutive) is used to predict the response from the stimulus.141

In the backward model, A ≈ XG, a transform matrix G (possibly convolutive) is142

used to infer the stimulus from the response. Forward and backward models are143

also referred to as “encoding” and “decoding” (Naselaris et al., 2011), or “tempo-144

ral response function” (TRF) and “stimulus reconstruction” models, respectively.145

A third “hybrid” model involves linear transforms of both: AF ≈ XG. Tradeoffs146

between these three approaches are reviewed in the Discussion.147

The transform matrices F and/or G are found by a data-driven algorithm,148

regression for the first and second models, or canonical correlation analysis (CCA)149

for the third. Given datasets A and X, CCA finds transform matrices F and G150

such that (a) columns of YA = AF are orthonormal (variance 1 and mutually151

uncorrelated), (b) columns of YX = XG are orthonormal, (c) the first pair of152

columns yA1 and yX1 have the greatest possible correlation, the second pair of153

columns has the greatest possible correlation once the first pair has been projected154

out, and so-on. CCA transform matrices F and G are of size J ×H and K ×H155

respectively, where H is at most equal to the smaller of J and K.156

The Match-mismatch Task. To assist evaluation, we define a task as follows.157

Given a segment of stimulus signal As, the segment of EEG signal Xs that it158
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Figure 1: Match-mismatch task. The distance between audio feature and EEG data

is quantified over time-aligned (matching) segments and misaligned (mismatch)

segments.

evoked, and some unrelated segment of EEG signal Xs′ 6=s, decide which of the two159

EEG segments matches, via a model, the stimulus (Fig. 1). A practical application160

might be to determine whether a user is attentive to sound, or whether a particular161

alarm sound was noticed. Here we use it simply to mesure the quality of the162

stimulus-response model.163

Metrics. The goodness-of-fit of stimulus-response models will here be evalu-164

ated using three metrics: correlation, sensitivity index, and classification error165

rate, the last two contingent on the MM task. The first, correlation, is calculated166

between transforms f(A) and g(X) over a segment of duration D or over the full167

duration of the data. When the data are normalized, as they are in this paper, cor-168

relation is related to Euclidean distance by the relation r = 1 − d2/2. A perfect169

match is characterized by r = 1, d = 0, lack of correlation by (in expectation)170

r = 0, d =
√

2.171

The second, sensitivity index, is based on the distribution of the difference172

∆s = dmm − dm of Euclidean distances for matched and mismatched segments.173

For each segment s of stimulus (transformed and z-scored), dmm is calculated174

as the distance to mismatched segments s′ of EEG (transformed and z-scored),175
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averaged over all s′ 6= s, while dm is the distance to the matched segment of176

EEG features. Values of dmm cluster around
√

2 because the data are normal-177

ized and mismatched segments are uncorrelated. Matched distances dm tend to178

have smaller values, and so the difference ∆s is (hopefully) positively distributed.179

The sensitivity index is calculated as the mean of this distribution divided by its180

standard deviation (standardized mean):181

z = m/σ. (3)

This definition is analogous to that of the “standardized mean difference” or “d-182

prime”, but differs in that it reflects the distribution of the difference between dm183

and dmm, rather than the distributions of those values themselves.184

The third, error rate, counts the proportion of segments classified incorrectly185

in the MM task (the proportion of segments s for which ∆S < 0). Both metrics186

depend on segment duration D, which is varied as a parameter: the shorter the187

segment, the noisier the correlation or decision calculation, and the harder the188

task. Error rate (e) is preferred to proportion correct (1− e) because, plotted on a189

logarithmic scale, it better reveals incremental steps towards better performance.190

Each metric has its virtues, as elaborated in the Discussion. Error rate is rel-191

evant for applications, but it hinges on a few samples near the classifier decision192

boundary, and thus may be noisy and insensitive to small (but real) increments193

in model quality. The sensitivity index is more stable and sensitive to subtle dif-194

ferences between distributions, and it is predictive of error rate for a balanced195

two-class classification problems if samples are normally distributed. Both met-196

rics require a task. In contrast, correlation (or Euclidean distance) requires no197

task, but is sensitive to trivial manipulations such as low-pass filtering (see be-198

low). Thus the metrics are complementary and we report all three.199
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Cross-validation. Regression and CCA are data-driven and thus prone to over-200

fitting. To avoid inflating results, a model can be trained and tested on different201

sets of data. Supposing the data are divided into Q “trials”, the model is fit on202

Q− 1 trials and correlations are evaluated on the Qth (left-one-out). Correlations203

then are averaged over allQ choices of the left-out trial. In the absence of a true ef-204

fect, cross-validated correlation is approximately distributed around zero, but any205

individual estimate might be non-zero. To test whether an empirically-observed206

value is significantly non-zero, cross-validated correlation may be calculated re-207

peatedly using samples of surrogate data of similar characteristics, but for which208

no relation is expected. A well-known technique is to apply a Fourier Transform209

to each column of the real data, replace the phases by random values, and apply210

the inverse Fourier Transform to obtain surrogate data with the same power spec-211

trum (and hence same autocorrelation) as the original, but with random phases212

and hence zero expected correlation.213

1.2 Extending and reducing the model214

At least three factors degrade the model fit: latency and spectral mismatch be-215

tween the stimulus representation and the brain response, and additive noise in the216

response. These can be alleviated by augmenting the data with a set of time lags217

(or a filter bank). The resulting increase in free parameters may be compensated218

for by dimensionality reduction techniques to reduce the tendency to overfitting.219

Lags and Time Shift. It may be useful to augment the stimulus and/or brain220

signals with time lags. Applying a set of lags 0 . . . LA− 1 to A and concatenating221

the time-lagged channels side by side yields a matrix of size T ×KLA. Similarly,222

applying LX lags to X yields a time-lagged matrix of size T × JLX . The mo-223

tivation for applying lags is that it allows the algorithm (univariate regression or224
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CCA) to automatically synthesize a finite impulse response filter (FIR) or, in the225

case of multichannel data, a multichannel FIR. This allows the model to minimize226

spectral mismatch (amplitude and phase) between A and X, greatly enhancing its227

flexibility. The number of lagsL determines the order of the synthesized FIR filter.228

A larger L confers the ability to select or reject temporal patterns on a longer time229

scale (lower frequencies), at the cost of greater computational cost and greater risk230

of overfitting.231

In addition to these lags, we introduce an overall time shift S between stim-232

ulus and response. This parameter, distinct from the lags, is intended to absorb233

any gross temporal mismatch due to instrumental or sensory latencies. This frees234

the lag parameters to fit finer spectro-temporal characteristics. Without it, a larger235

value of L might be needed, with greater computational cost and risk of overfit-236

ting. S is treated as a hyperparameter: the fit is repeated for several values and the237

one that yields the highest correlation value is retained.238

Dyadic filter basis. Lags 0 . . . L − 1 form a basis of the space of FIR filters of239

order L, but one can choose a different basis, for example outputs of a L-channel240

filter bank of FIRs of order L. To reduce dimensionality, one can then choose a241

subset L′ < L of that basis, defining a L′-dimensional subspace of the space of242

FIRs of order L. With a judicious choice of filter bank, performance with L′ < L243

channels may be superior to merely choosing L′ < L lags, in part due to a lower244

risk of overfitting. For example, a logarithmic filter bank (e.g. wavelet, or dyadic)245

can capture patterns of both short and long time scale with a limited number of246

channels, whereas capturing the same long time scale with a basis of lags would247

entail a much larger dimensionality. Here, we use a dyadic filter basis.248

Dimensionality reduction. The models we describe here can be large, includ-249

ing a large number of parameters, yet we might not have enough training data250
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so the fitting process may be prone to overfitting. Overfitting can be made less251

severe by reducing the dimensionality of the data before fitting the model, or252

by applying regularization within the fitting algorithm (Wong et al., 2018). The253

two approaches are closely related (Tibshirani et al., 2017, Sect 3.4.1). Here, we254

use dimensionality reduction because it can be applied in stages and separately255

for stimulus and EEG representations. Typically, data are submitted to Principal256

Component Analysis (PCA) and principal component (PCs) beyond a certain rank257

N are discarded, thus ignoring directions of low variance within the data. This en-258

forces the reasonable assumption that low-variance directions are dominated by a259

noise floor (for example due to sensor noise). Since brain activity along those di-260

mensions, if any, would be swamped by the noise, little is lost by removing them.261

Ridge regularization has a similar effect (Tibshirani et al., 2017). As an alterna-262

tive to PCA, we consider also shared component analysis (SCA) (de Cheveigné,263

2020). Whereas PCA favors directions with large variance, SCA favors directions264

shared across multiple channels.265

1.3 Evaluation266

Given the task described above, there are several ways we can measure success.267

This subsection describes metrics, using cross-validation to limit overly optimistic268

measures of success.269

Data The data we use here are from a study that aimed to characterize corti-270

cal responses to speech for both normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners271

(Fuglsang et al., 2020). Experimental details are provided in that paper, and the272

data themselves are available from http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.273

3618205. In brief, 64-channel EEG responses to acoustic stimuli were recorded274

at a sampling rate of 512 Hz from 44 subjects, including both normal-and hearing-275
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impaired. Stimuli for the latter were equalized to compensate for the impairment,276

and we pool data from both. Stimuli presented to each subject included 16 seg-277

ments of single-talker speech with a male or female talker speaking in quiet, each278

of 50 s duration, that we consider in this study. Other stimuli presented in the279

same recording session (concurrent speech, tones) are not used. The publicly280

available dataset includes the temporal envelope of the speech stimulus, sampled281

at the same rate as the EEG, calculated by a model of instantaneous loudness that282

has been shown to be a predictor of cortical responses (Lalor et al., 2009; Ding283

and Simon, 2012; Di Liberto et al., 2015; Crosse et al., 2016).284

Preprocessing The EEG data were smoothed by convolution with a square win-285

dow of duration 1/50 Hz (implemented with interpolation) to suppress the line286

artifact (50 Hz and harmonics) and downsampled by smoothing with a 4-sample287

square window and decimation by a factor of 4 to 128 Hz. The data were de-288

trended by applying a robust detrending algorithm (de Cheveigné and Arzounian,289

2018) that robustly fit a 2nd order polynomial to overlapping intervals of size290

15 s, subtracted the fit, and “stitched” detrended intervals together with a standard291

overlap-add procedure. The data were then high-pass filtered at 0.5 Hz using an292

order-2 Butterworth filter, then low-pass filtered at 30 Hz also with an order-2293

Butterworth filter, and cut into 16 trials of 50 s duration. To remove eyeblink arti-294

facts, a temporal mask was derived from the absolute power on a combination of295

two EOG channels and three frontal channels (F1, F2, Fz). Using this mask as a296

bias, the DSS algorithm was applied to find a transform maximizing eyblink ac-297

tivity (de Cheveigné and Parra, 2014) and the first two components (representing298

eyeblink artifact) were projected out of the EEG data.299

To avoid aggravating the mismatch between stimulus and brain response, the300

stimulus envelope was filtered using the same high pass and low pass filters as for301
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the EEG. All filters were “single pass” (causal).302

Basic Models. To ease comparison with other studies, we define six models303

(Fig. 2) that illustrate basic processing choices, some of which have been made304

in prior studies and all of which are useful to understand in detail. For each, an305

overall time shift S is applied to the stimulus relative to the EEG.306

• Model A compares one EEG channel with the stimulus envelope, with no307

spatial or temporal filtering (LA = 1, LX = 1) other than the time shift S.308

• Model B compares one EEG channel with a linear combination of time-309

lagged envelope signals (LA=11, LX=1) obtained by regression. This cor-310

responds to a standard forward model as reported in the literature.311

• Model C compares the envelope to a linear combination of EEG channels312

(without lags; LA = 1, LX = 1) obtained by regression. This is analogous to313

the basic backward model considered in de Cheveigné et al. (2018), or the314

single-delay model of Hausfeld et al. (2018)315

• Model D compares linear combinations of time-lagged envelope signals316

with linear combinations of EEG channels (LA = 11, LX = 1), obtained317

by CCA. This is analogous to CCA model 1 of de Cheveigné et al. (2018).318

• Model E compares the envelope with a linear combination of time-lagged319

EEG channels (LA = 1, LX = 11) obtained by regression. This is analogous320

to the backward model of e.g. Fuglsang et al. (2017), or the multiple-delay321

model of Hausfeld et al. (2018).322

• Model F compares linear combinations of time-lagged envelope signals323

with linear combinations of time-lagged EEG channels (LA = 11, LX = 11),324
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Figure 2: Baseline models. Models A and B compare the stimulus time series

to a single EEG channel time series, models C to F compare the stimulus to the

ensemble of EEG channels. Depending on the model, the stimulus may or not be

augmented by applying time shifts of 0 to LA−1 samples, and the EEG may or may

not be augmenting by applying time shifts of 0 to LX − 1 samples. The fit between

stimulus and EEG response is quantified by normalized cross-correlation, preceded

by regression for models B, C and E, and by CCA for models D and F. All models

include an additional time shift S of the stimulus relative to the EEG (not shown).

obtained by CCA. This is analogous to “CCA model 2” in de Cheveigné et325

al. (2018).326

To summarize the similarities and differences: models A and B relate the327

stimulus to just one of the J EEG channels. In contrast, all other models relate328

the stimulus to the ensemble of EEG channels. For models A, B, C and E the329

fit is based on univariate regression, and for models D and F on a multivariate330

CCA model. For univariate regression models, the fit is quantified by a single331

correlation coefficient, and for CCA by as many coefficients as CC pairs (Fig. 2).332

Not counting S, the number of parameters in the fit is 1 for model A, LA = 11333

for model B, J = 64 for model C, LA + J = 55 for model D, JLX = 704 for334

model E, and LA + JLX = 715 for model F.335
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Model G. In addition to basic models A-F, we define a reference or “gold stan-336

dard” model G, variant of model F, with a performance close to the best we found,337

and with a relatively straightforward and precisely defined implementation that338

can help future studies to document further improvements in performance. De-339

tails of this model are given in the Results section.340

Display of results, statistics, implementation. Results are evaluated using the341

three metrics described above, and plotted as a function of selected parameters342

chosen to offer insight. Effects are tested for statistical significance using a non-343

parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test over subjects. Processing scripts in Mat-344

lab make use of the NoiseTools toolbox (http://audition.ens.fr/adc/345

NoiseTools/). Scripts are available at http://audition.ens.fr/adc/346

NoiseTools/src/NoiseTools/EXAMPLES/match_mismatch/.347

2 Results348

In the following, we evaluate and compare the models, focusing on the factors that349

affect performance. Section 2.1 compares performance of the six basic models350

(A, B, C, D, E, F; Fig 3), using the correlation metric for simplicity and to allow351

comparison with prior studies. Section 2.2 then introduces the MM classification352

task, and explores how sensitivity and error metrics depend on segment duration.353

Section 2.3 explores the dependency of all three metrics on the number of spatial354

dimensions (number of channels or principal components) and temporal dimen-355

sions (lags or filter channels). Based on this, Section 2.4 proposes a new model,356

G, for use as a comparison point in future studies. Section 2.5 investigates fac-357

tors that cause the classifier to fail, and Sect. 2.6 summarizes performance across358

models.359
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2.1 Correlation metric for basic Models360

Figure 3 summarizes results obtained with the basic models. The first and sec-361

ond rows display correlation (calculated over the duration of each trial, ∼50 s) for362

models A to F for one subject (subject 4), plotted as a function of overall time363

shift S between stimulus and response. Thick black lines are cross-validated cor-364

relation, thin black lines are correlation without crossvalidation. Colored lines,365

where present, are cross-validated correlation for CCs beyond the first. Figure366

3 (bottom right) summarizes these results by plotting, for each model, the peak367

cross-validated correlation averaged over subjects (red) and for individual sub-368

jects (gray, black for subject 4). In general, note that peak correlation increases369

from model A to F, and that this peak occurs for an overall shift value of∼150 ms370

for these data.371
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Figure 3: Baseline models A to F. Top two rows: correlation as a function of over-

all time shift S for each model, for subject 4. Model A: cross-correlation function

(gray), or absolute value of same (black) between the stimulus envelope and chan-

nel 10 of EEG (FC3). Model B: correlation between channel 10 of EEG and the

projection of channel 10 on the time-lagged stimulus, with crossvalidation (thick)

or without (thin). Model C: same, between the stimulus and its projection on all

EEG channels. From now on in this paper we consider only crossvalidated cor-

relation. Model D: cross-validated correlation between CC pairs for first (black)

and subsequent (color) CCs, for CCA between time-lagged stimulus and EEG chan-

nels. Model E, cross-validated correlation between stimulus and projection on time-

lagged EEG channels. Model F: same as D for CCA between time-lagged stimulus

and time-lagged EEG channels. Bottom left: cross-correlation functions between

stimulus and EEG for all electrodes (Model A). Bottom center: topography of cor-

relation coefficients beween EEG-derived component of first CC pair of model D

and individual EEG channels. Bottom right: peak correlation for each model, for all

subjects (gray) and average over subjects (red). The black line is subject 4.
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Model A. This is the simplest incarnation of a stimulus-response model (Eq. 2),372

with f and g both identity functions. Figure 3 (top left) shows correlation (gray)373

and absolute correlation (black) between stimulus and EEG as a function of shift374

S for the best EEG channel (FC3). Correlation vs shift is identical to the cross-375

correlation function between stimulus and response. Peak absolute correlation is376

0.13 for this subject; peak values for other subjects can be read off Fig. 3 (bottom377

right). Translating correlation to variance explained, for the best subject, about378

4% of the variance of the best channel is explained by the stimulus. This might379

seem small, but still it is remarkable given the many other processes active in the380

brain, as well as non-neural artifacts. The shape of the cross-correlation differs381

slightly between electrodes (Fig. 3 bottom left), implying that response properties382

are not uniform across the brain.383

Model B. In this model, the same EEG channel is projected onto the subspace384

spanned by the LA=11 time-lagged stimulus signals, thus yielding weights that385

define an FIR filter applied to the stimulus. Figure 3 (top center) shows corre-386

lation (thin) and cross-validated correlation (thick) as a function of shift S for387

the best channel (FC3). Cross-validated correlation differs only slightly from raw388

correlation (thick vs thin) suggesting minimal overfitting in this simple model.389

Peak correlation is greater than for model A, suggesting that the FIR filter has390

improved the fit. This improvement is robust across subjects (Fig. 3, bottom left),391

as confirmed by a Wilcoxon signed rank test (p<10−8).392

Model C. In this model, the stimulus is projected onto the subspace spanned by393

the J=64 EEG channels, resulting in a spatial filter. Figure 3 (top right) shows394

correlation (thin) and cross-validated correlation (thick) between the stimulus sig-395

nal and its projection (spatially-filtered EEG) as a function of shift S. The peak396

correlation is higher than for the previous two models (p<10−8). The topography397
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associated with the projection (correlation with individual EEG channels) shows398

a pattern typical of auditory responses (Fig. 3, bottom center).399

Model D. In this model, time lags are applied to the stimulus but not the EEG.400

Time-lagged stimulus and multichannel EEG being both multivariate, the appro-401

priate tool is CCA, which results in multiple CC pairs, each associated with a402

correlation value. Figure 3 (middle left) shows cross-validated correlation for the403

first CC (thick black) and subsequent CCs (color). Peak cross-validated correla-404

tion is larger compared to previous models (p<10−11). Additional CCs appear to405

show elevated correlation: each is associated with a distinct FIR filter applied to406

the stimulus, and a distinct spatial filter applied to EEG. The existence of multiple407

correlated CCs suggests that the stimulus-response model captures multiple brain408

processes each sensitive to different frequency bands within the stimulus.409

Model E. In this model, time lags are applied to all EEG channels, resulting410

in a backward model with both spatial and temporal filtering, analogous to the411

backward model of e.g. Fuglsang et al. (2017). Peak cross-validated correlation412

is higher than all previous models (Fig. 3, middle center, p<10−6).413

Model F. Finally, a logical step is to apply lags to both stimulus and EEG. Each414

CC then associates a distinct FIR filter applied to the stimulus with a distinct415

multichannel FIR filter applied to the EEG. Peak cross-validated correlation is416

again higher than all previous models (Fig. 3 middle right), p<10−12.417

Figure 3 (bottom right) shows that this progression across models is observed418

in most subjects (gray lines), as summarized by their mean (red line). Three fea-419

tures seem to contribute to a better fit: spatial filtering made possible thanks to420

the multichannel nature of EEG (models C-F), temporal filtering allowed by aug-421
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menting the data with time shifts (models B-F), and CCA which allows multivari-422

ate representations of both stimulus and response to be optimally related (models423

D and F). It is worth noting that these models differ also in their number of free424

parameters, from 1 for model A (not counting shift) to 735 for model F (see425

Methods). One might speculate that the increasing number of free parameters,426

rather than any particular feature, is what explains the progression in correlation427

scores. However, these results were obtained for cross-validated correlation for428

which overfitting is expected to be detrimential. Instead, it seems that the more429

complex models genuinely provide a better fit for this dataset, as confirmed with430

other metrics, below.431

2.2 Task-based metrics432

Here, we take the best model so far in terms of correlation (F), and rate its per-433

formance of in terms of sensitivity and error in the MM task. As explained in the434

Methods, the task is to decide whether a segment of the audio stimulus of dura-435

tion D matches, via a model, the segment of EEG data that it evoked better than436

unrelated segments. For every segment s of audio we calculate the Euclidean dis-437

tance dm with the corresponding EEG segment and compare it with the average438

Euclidean distance to unrelated segments dmm. A successful match is declared if439

∆s = dmm − dm > 0. The chance error rate is 50%.440

Distances are noisier for shorter segments, so we expect values of ∆s to be441

more scattered, and errors more common, for smaller values of D. Figure 4 (left)442

shows the distribution of ∆s for segment durations D=10s (red) and D=1.25s443

(blue). For longer segments, the distribution includes mostly positive values (cor-444

rect classification), for shorter it includes a greater proportion of negative values445

(incorrect). The degree to which the distribution extends to positive values, mini-446

mizing error, is captured by the sensitivity index defined as the standardized mean447
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Figure 4: Match-mismatch task. Left: histogram of ∆s for segment durations of

1.25 s (blue) or 10 s (red), for subject 4. For shorter segments the histogram is wider

and there are more errors. Center: sensitivity index µ/σ as a function of segment

duration averaged over subjects (red) and for each individual subject (gray, subject

4 is black), for model F. Right: error rate. A lower error rate here indicates that the

single-talker stimulus-response model more faithfully discriminates between match-

mismatch segments.

of ∆s . Larger is better.448

Figure 4 (center) shows the sensitivity index as a function of segment duration449

averaged over subjects (red) and for individual subjects (gray, subject 4 is black).450

Figure 4 (right) likewise shows error rate as a function of duration. We expect the451

sensitivity index to be greater, and the error smaller, for a longer segment duration452

because the task is easier, and indeed this is the case. In the following we focus453

on D=5s, for which the error rate averaged over subjects is ∼9% for this model454

(model F, LA = LX = 11). The variability over subjects is remarkable: at 5s455

duration the error rate ranges from close to 0 (perfect classification) to more than456

20%.457
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2.3 Spatial and temporal dimensionsionality.458

This section explores ways to boost performance beyond that of model F. Com-459

paring basic models (Fig. 3) it appears that performance can benefit from both460

spatial filtering and lags. However, a recurring issue for stimulus-response mod-461

els is overfitting, which depends on the complexity of the model, function here of462

both the number of spatial dimensions (channels or PCs), and the number of lags.463

Both factors are explored here.464

Number of spatial dimensions. Using model C (no lags) as a reference point,465

Fig. 5 (red) shows the effect of applying PCA to the EEG data and discarding466

PCs beyond a certain rank N . The sensitivity index peaks, and the error rate is467

minimal, for N ≈ 32, suggesting that overfitting may be occurring due to excess468

dimensionality and that reducing dimensionality can mitigate its effects.469

Truncating the series of PCs is markedly better than the simple expedient of470

discarding channels (dotted line; channels were sorted by decreasing correlation471

with the stimulus and the least correlated were discarded). This result is interest-472

ing in relation to claims that reducing the number of electrodes can yield equiva-473

lent performance to the full set, or even better performance due to less overfitting474

(Montoya-Martínez et al., 2019). Such is not the case here: the sensitivity index475

(Fig. 5 center, dotted line) rises monotonically, implying that a reduced set of elec-476

trodes is inferior to the full set. At no point does performance reach the level that477

can be attained by selecting PCs from a PCA applied to the full set of electrodes.478

The conclusion is simple: more electrodes is better.479

The benefit is slightly greater if PCA is replaced by a different transform,480

SCA (Shared Component Analysis, de Cheveigné, 2020, Fig. 5, blue) that favors481

components that are shared across electrodes (p<10−3, Wilcoxon rank sum test).482
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Figure 5: Performance as a function of the number of spatial dimensions. Left,

red: cross-validated correlation averaged over subjects as a function of the number

of PCs retained after PCA of the 64-channel EEG data. Blue: same, using SCA

instead of PCA (see text). The dotted line represents subect-averaged correlation for

subsets of EEG channels chosen for maximal correlation with the stimulus. Center:

sensitivity index. Right: error rate. The model here includes no lags (similar to

model C). Segment size is 5s.

Number of lags (L = LA = LX). Figure 6 shows metrics of correlation, sensi-483

tivity index, and error rate as a function of L averaged over subjects (red) and for484

individual subjects (gray, subject 4 is black). As the number of lags is increased,485

correlation and sensitivity increase until L=32 (250 ms), then decrease beyond.486

This peak is mirrored by a dip in error rate at L = 32. The best error rate for lags487

is 2.8% on average over subjects.488

Referring to Eq. 3, the downturn at L = 32 might reflect an increase in dmm489

relative to dm, thus reducing the numerator m, or an increase in their variablity,490

thus increasing the denominator σ.491

This non-monotonic pattern is suggestive of overfitting because a larger num-492

ber of lags implies also a larger number of parameters. However, it might also493

be that large lags are deleterious for some other reason, for example because they494

capture slow patterns that do not generalize well. The blue lines in Fig. 6 represent495
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the same metrics for a model in which lags 1 . . . L have been replaced by channels496

1 . . . L′ of a dyadic filter bank with FIR filters of order L. The number L′ of chan-497

nels is smaller than the order L of the filters (L′ = 10 for L = 32; L′ = 12 for498

L = 64, etc.). Since fewer CCA parameters are required for a dyadic filterbank of499

order L than for L lags, we would expect less overfitting. Contrary to that expec-500

tation, sensitivity and error metrics for lags and dyadic filter show a knee at the501

same value of L (32), compare red and blue in Fig. 6, suggesting that overfitting502

is not a critical factor in this pattern. This conclusion is reinforced by the fact that503

replacing the 64 EEG channels by N=32 PCs (or SCs) before applying the dyadic504

filter bank also results in a knee at L = 32 (not shown).505

Once again, the variability of these metrics over subjects is remarkable. For506

L=32, the error rate for 5-second segments ranges from 0% for the best 10 subjects507

to ≈9 % for the worst. Incidentally, the error rate averaged over hearing-impaired508

subjects (1.8%) is smaller than for normal hearing subjects (2.8%), p<0.005, t-test.509

Several studies have reported stronger cortical responses for hearing impaired than510

normal hearing subjects (Goossens et al., 2018; Decruy et al., 2020; Fuglsang et511

al., 2020).512

2.4 Model G (“gold standard”)513

Given the techniques described above and their results we can define a new gold-514

standard model applicable to this dataset. This model embodies one choice of pro-515

cessing and parameters among those explored so far. It is intended as a precisely-516

defined and easy-to-implement reference with which to evaluate new algorithms.517

We define model G with the following steps: (a) a time shift of 200 ms is518

applied to the EEG relative to the audio envelope to compensate for the latency of519

the neural response, (b) data are preprocessed as described in Methods, (c) PCA520

is applied to EEG and the first 32 PCs are selected, (d) audio envelope and EEG521
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Figure 6: Performance as a function of the number of lags applied to the stimulus

and to the EEG. Left: crossvalidated correlation as a function of number of lags

LA=LX averaged over subjects (red) and for all subjects (gray, black is subject 4).

Blue are for a dyadic filter bank instead of lags (see text). Center: sensitivity index.

Right: error rate. Segment size is 5s ().

are augmented by applying lags 0 . . . 31, (e) the augmented data are fit by a linear522

stimulus/response model based on CCA, (f) sensitivity and error rate metrics are523

derived from the MM task applied to consecutive segments of duration 5s.524

To be precise: the CCA solution is trained on subsets of 15 trials and tested525

on the 16th (left out), and this is repeated for all 16 choices of left-out seg-526

ments (folds). For each fold, all consecutive 5s segments of audio within the527

left out trial are considered. For each segment, the Euclidean distance dm be-528

tween that segment of audio and the corresponding segment of EEG is calcu-529

lated (matched distance), and the Euclidean distance dmm between that segment530

of audio and all consecutive segments of EEG of all 15 other trials is calcu-531

lated and averaged over those trials and segments (mismatched distance). Those532

two numbers are subtracted to yield a difference score (one per segment), and533

these scores are aggregated over all 16 folds, forming a distribution of difference534

scores. The ratio between the mean of this distribution and its standard devi-535

ation yields the sensitivity metric, and the proportion of samples for which the536
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difference dmm − dm falls below 0 yields the error rate metric. All distance cal-537

culations take into account the first 5 CCs of the CCA solution. A Matlab imple-538

mentation of these steps is available at http://audition.ens.fr/adc/539

NoiseTools/src/NoiseTools/EXAMPLES/match-mismatch/.540

To evaluate a new method, the recommended procedure is (1) implement541

model G on the system used to implement the new algorithm, (2) test it using542

the same publicly available database as we use to verify that the metrics yield543

scores consistent with what we report, and (3) apply the new method to the same544

database and compare scores with (2). The reason for step (2) is to control for545

implementation-specific differences (e.g. single vs double precision, etc.).546

Alternatively, if a different database is to be used, do (1) as above then (2’)547

test model G using that database, and (3’) test the new method on that database548

and compare scores with (2’). In any event, it is not recommended to compare a549

new method with prior methods on a different database, or with different metrics,550

or with a different task. For example, there would be little merit in comparing the551

scores we report here to those reported in the literature for AAD.552

2.5 Anatomy of an error553

One of our goals is to gain a better understanding of factors that determine model554

quality. The difference ∆s = dmm − dm might fall below zero as a result of a555

relatively small value of dmm or a relatively large value of dm. It is clear from556

Fig. 7 that for subject 3 (relatively poor model performance) the latter is the main557

factor. The top panel shows dm (dots) and dmm (crosses) for all segments of558

all trials. The mismatched distances are distributed tightly around dmm ≈ 1.4559

as expected (Sect. 1.1, Metrics) whereas matched distances dm mostly fall well560

outside this distribution. This is clear also from the scatterplot of dm (dots) vs561

dmm(bottom left). The diagonal line represents the classification boundary ∆s =562
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0: all points to the right and below (red) are misclassified. Another plausible563

boundary, d̄mm − dm, is shown as a vertical dotted line.564

The matched distance dm is a good predictor of classification reliablity: for565

dm < 1.3 the classification statistic ∆s is distributed far from the decision bound-566

ary (Fig. 7, bottom right, brown), so the classification is highly reliable. For larger567

values of dm the classification is less reliable. This implies an asymmetry in the568

conclusions that can be drawn from the classifier. For example a hypothetical569

“attention-monitoring” device might rapidly and reliably detect that a stimulus570

has registered within a subject’s brain, but the opposite conclusion that it has not571

registered would take longer and/or be less reliable.572

What factors might inflate dm? Regressing dm on RMS EEG shows a sig-573

nificant but weak correlation (r=0.12, p<10−7), suggesting that high-amplitude574

glitches in the EEG might be a contributory factor. Likewise, a significant but575

weak negative correlation with RMS stimulus (r=-0.07, p<10−20) suggests a pos-576

sible small contribution of lulls in the stimulus. However, the small correlation577

values suggest that other factors, unknown, dominate.578
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Figure 7: Top: Euclidean distance between matched (dots) and mismatched (+)

segments of duration 5 s for all trials of one subject (subject 3, chosen for a relatively

high error rate). Red dots indicate classification errors. Bottom left: scatterplot of

mismatched vs matched distances for subject 3 (blue/red) and all other subjects

(gray). The diagonal represents the classification boundary ∆s = 0. Points below

that line (red) are misclassified. Bottom right: histograms of values of ∆s for all

segments (blue), and for segments for which the matched distance dm is less than

1.3 (brown).

2.6 Summary of methods579

Figure 8 summarizes error rates obtained with each of the models A-G, averaged580

over subjects. Models A and B are classic forward models that attempt to predict581

one channel of EEG from the stimulus representation. Models C and E are classic582

backward models that attempt to infer the stimulus representation from the EEG.583

Models D, F and G are hybrid models based on CCA. The best model (G) makes584
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an order of magnitude fewer mistakes than the worst (A). For a 5s window the er-585

ror rate for model G is less than 3% on average over subjects (0% for 10 subjects).586

Extrapolating from progress so far, we think that further progress is possible. As-587

sociated with the publicly available dataset that we used, model G might serve as588

a “gold standard” for comparative evaluation of such future progress.589
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Figure 8: Summary of error rates for models A-G, averaged over subjects, for

several values of duration D. The dotted line represents chance (50%)

3 Discussion590

This study offers two main contributions. First, it introduces a simple objective591

task to help in the evaluation of stimulus-response models. Second, it documents592

a set of techniques that boost performance beyond state of the art.593

The need for an objective task. A straightforward quality metric for a stimulus-594

response model is correlation, which can be calculated between response and pre-595

dicted response in a forward model, between stimulus and inferred stimulus in a596

backward model, or between transforms of both in a hybrid model. That metric597

is simple and informative: better models tend to yield higher scores. However598

an elevated score can also result from chance correlations, which tend to be more599

widely distributed for data dominated by low frequencies. This could mislead a600
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researcher to conclude that lowpass filtering improved the model, despite losing601

potentially relevant information carried by higher frequencies (Kriegeskorte and602

Douglas, 2019). The performance metrics of an objective task alleviate this prob-603

lem, because loss of relevant information must impair task performance. Another604

argument in favor of an objective task is that success is a good measure of the605

model’s “real world” value.606

Why three metrics? Firstly, they are not equivalent: referring to Fig. 6, sen-607

sitivity and error rate (center and right) show a reversal at L = 32 indicative of608

overfitting that is not visible with the correlation metric (left). The appeal of er-609

ror rate is that it is directly relevant for applications, the downside is that it is610

somewhat coarse and brittle (it depends on a few samples near the classification611

boundary). The appeal of sensitivity is that it depends on all samples by sum-612

marizing them based on their mean and standard deviation, but like error rate it613

requires a task. The appeal of correlation is that it is task-agnostic. Thus, the three614

metrics are complementary.615

Selective versus sustained attention. Auditory attention is often investigated in616

a situation where multiple stimuli compete for attention, for example two concur-617

rent pulse trains (Hillyard et al., 1973), or competing voices (Kerlin et al., 2010),618

or competing instruments (Treder et al., 2014). Attention may also be charac-619

terized as the difference in response to a stimulus in the presence, or absence, of620

concurrent visual stimulation (Molloy et al., 2015), or of a behavioral task (Scheer621

et al., 2018). In each case, a comparison is made between brain responses to the622

same stimulus recorded in two situations. In contrast, the MM task requires only a623

single recording, and, more importantly, assumes no competition for attentive re-624

sources. As such it might be of use to monitor the general attentive (vs inattentive)625

state of a subject, for example to determine whether an alert has been perceived,626
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or a message is likely to have registered, or to detect drowsiness.627

The AAD task is attractive because it is directly relevant to a BCI application628

such as cognitive control of acoustic processing in a hearing aid. Improvements in629

performance on that task are critical for the usability for the device. However, even630

in that case, we believe it may still be fruitful to optimize the stimulus-response631

models using the MM task. Improvements obtained for the simpler task should632

transfer to the harder task.633

A drawback of AAD is that it relies on specific experimental setups with com-634

peting voices, attention task instructions, and greater demands for listening effort.635

The MM task does not rely on data labels defined by the experimental setup but636

derives the labels (match vs mismatch) from manipulations of the input data. It can637

therefore be used with any type of speech listening data. An analogous task has638

been used successfully for self-supervised learning, for instance, by training neu-639

ral networks to predict whether video and audio segments are temporally aligned640

(Owens and Efros, 2018; Arandjelović and Zisserman, 2018). Here, we focus on641

linear models, but the task and metrics can be readily extended for self-supervised642

training of large-scale neural networks that require extensive data. Being free of643

reliance on particular ‘attention labels’, the MM-approach is better suited to eval-644

uate and compare and evaluate models across datasets with different experimental645

setups.646

Another downside to the AAD task is potential mislabeling due to attentional647

capture by the wrong stream. Administering a questionnaire about the attended648

offers some degree of control, but it we cannot be sure that a subject consistently649

followed the instructions throughout. Thus, a certain proportion of the database650

might be mislabeled, an important concern when evaluating well-performing mod-651

els for which the error rate might drop to a level comparable to the proportion of652

mislabeled data. The MM task is better in these respects.653
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Encoding, decoding, and hybrid models. A forward (encoding) model is judged654

by the proportion of brain signal variance that it can account for (Naselaris et al.,655

2011; Kriegeskorte and Douglas, 2019). However, much of the activity recorded656

on any single EEG or MEG channel is not stimulus-related, so that number is657

necessarily small, even for a model that perfectly predicted all stimulus-related658

brain activity. Unrelated variance can be reduced by selecting the best channels659

(e.g. located over sensory cortex), or by applying a spatial filter (e.g. Models C or660

D) or a spatiotemporal filter (e.g. Models E or F) to the brain response. This, in661

essence, is what is accomplished by a hybrid model such as CCA (Dmochowski662

et al., 2017; de Cheveigné et al., 2018; Zhuang et al., 2020). CCA is effective663

because it allows response variance unrelated to stimulation to be stripped away,664

leaving a remainder that can be more meanifully related to the stimulus.665

The model then is predictive of a transform of the measured brain response,666

rather than of the response itself, which makes it harder to interpret than a forward667

model. For example, Model F defines a set of linear transforms of the time-lagged668

EEG signals (multichannel FIR), which are then each predicted from the stimulus669

envelope via an FIR filter. This is harder to interpret than Model B that defines670

the impulse response (or TRF) of a filter that directly predicts the response of one671

EEG channel from the stimulus envelope, or even Model D that defines a filter672

that predicts a linear combination of EEG channels (spatially filtered EEG).673

Analogous comments can be made with respect to backward models (stim-674

ulus reconstruction): a hybrid model reconstructs only a select transform of the675

stimulus representation rather than its entirety. This difficulty of interpretation is a676

downside of hybrid models, an upside is that the transformed response g(X) (right677

hand side of Eq. 2) is more reliably predicted by the stimulus than X , and thus678

arguably offers a closer (less noisy) view of sensory-dependent parts of brain ac-679

tivity, and of the information that they encode (Kriegeskorte and Douglas, 2019).680
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As an aside, it is worth noting that our classification task differs from typical de-681

coding tasks (Kriegeskorte and Douglas, 2019) in that it operates on the [stimulus,682

response] pair, rather than only the brain response.683

Equation 2 allows arbitrary transforms f(A) and g(X) that are more general684

than the linear transforms that we actually use. The aim for this more general685

framework is to leave room for more complex models, for example relating the686

stimulus to gamma power, etc. It could be further extended by allowing g(.) to687

depend on X (e.g. allowing for sensory processing to depend on brain state).688

Improving the model. What do we expect of a stimulus-response model? Ac-689

tivity within the brain is largely unrelated to auditory stimulation, and conversely,690

some features of the stimulus might not affect the response (i.e. different stimuli691

might evoke the same response). This necessarily drives down the correlation for692

matched segments. Worse, spurious correlations may favor mismatched segments693

by chance, thus driving up the error rate. The role of the model is to factor out694

such dimensions of mismatch from both stimulus and EEG.695

Linear models achieve this by linearly separating relevant and irrelevant pat-696

terns, projecting them into different subspaces. This can occur in at least three697

domains: spatial (exploiting cross-channel correlation structure), spectral (ex-698

ploiting difference in spectral properties between relevant and irrelevant sources),699

or temporal (exploiting temporal sparsity of relevant and irrelevant sources). The700

transforms involved are linear, but discovered by data-driven algorithms that are701

not. There are many such algorithms, some that we explored, others that remain702

to be explored.703

Prior studies have considered mainly either a forward model (similar to model704

B) or a backward model (similar to C or E). Reported correlation values are typ-705

ically “above chance” but still rather low. For example, a score of r=0.1 to 0.2706
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means only 1 to 4% variance explained, and a correct-classification score of 90%707

for a segment of 60 s duration (as reported for a typical subject of O’Sullivan et708

al., 2015), implies a one-minute wait for a decision that might be wrong on one709

trial out of every ten. For applications, it is crucial to achieve better reliability and710

smaller latency, and from the scientific perspective it is desirable to find models711

that offer a better fit to the data.712

Forward and backward models transform the stimulus or the response, respec-713

tively, but not both, while CCA models transform both. CCA thus allows both714

data streams to be stripped of irrelevant variance, resulting in a better fit as re-715

flected by higher values of the correlation metric (compare models C vs D, or E716

vs F). CCA also produces multiple correlation coefficients that yield a multivariate717

feature space for classification, with a further boost to task-based metrics.718

An important ingredient in the more successful models is lags, that allow the719

algorithms to synthesize FIR or multichannel FIR filters. FIR filters allow the720

algorithm to compensate for any convolutional mismatch between the stimulus721

and EEG signals (e.g. due to latency or smoothing), resulting in better perfor-722

mance (compare models A vs B, C vs D, or E vs F). Adding lags effectively723

increases the dimensionality of the data space, which is beneficial as long as the724

optimal transforms can be found. Unfortunately, data-driven algorithms to find725

those transforms may be less effective in a larger space due to overfitting.726

Model overfitting was addressed here using dimensionality reduction. This is727

achieved trivially by discarding sensor channels (with limited success, c.f. dot-728

ted line in Fig. 5), or limiting the number of lags (with greater success, Fig. 6729

center and right). Replacing the set of lags by a smaller number of channels of a730

dyadic filter bank also reduces dimensionality (J × L′ < J × L for time-lagged731

EEG), with a considerable reduction in computation cost but little difference in732

performance (compare red and blue lines in Fig. 6). Applying PCA or SCA to the733
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space of sensors and selecting a subset of components also reduces dimensional-734

ity (J ′ × L < J × L), with a slight boost in performance (Fig. 5). An additional735

benefit of dimensionality reduction is to reduce computational cost, which can736

otherwise become prohibitive if many lags are introduced (PCA and CCA require737

eigendecomposition which costs o(N3)).738

The reduction in performance beyond L = 32 (∼250 ms) for this dataset739

(Fig.6) suggests that the benefit of larger L is eventually overcome by overfitting.740

This could be merely the result of a larger number of free parameters, or more741

specifically because higher-order FIR filters can enhance slow patterns (low fre-742

quencies) that don’t generalize from training data to test. The latter seems more743

likely: replacing L lags by a smaller numberL′ < L of dyadic filters of order L744

had little impact on performance (compare blue to red in Fig. 6). The knee occurs745

at the same value of L (32), suggesting that filter order (or lag span), rather than746

dimensionality, is the critical factor.747

Considering both the shift applied (∼200 ms), and the maximum lag (∼250 ms),748

the model associates stimulus samples with response samples that occur up to749

∼450 ms later. However, we cannot on this basis make a strong statement con-750

cerning brain processing latencies, because of the potential smearing effect of the751

filters applied in preprocessing (Sect. 1.3) (de Cheveigné and Nelken, 2019).752

Whither now? Further boosts in performance are needed to enhance the feasi-753

bility of potential applications. Based on what we know so far, there are several754

directions worth pursuing.755

One is to improve the stimulus representation. Here, we used the stimulus en-756

velope, a rather crude representation. Richer representations have been explored,757

such as auditory filterbank (Biesmans et al., 2017), higher-order linguistic struc-758

ture (Di Liberto et al., 2015), onsets (Oganian and Chang, 2019), or voice pitch759
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(Forte et al., 2017; Teoh et al., 2019), etc., but they remain to be developed fur-760

ther and integrated. Multi-set CCA (MCCA), which allows merging EEG across761

subjects, may ease development of such stimulus representations (de Cheveigné762

et al., 2019).763

A second direction is to improve EEG analysis. Standard models (includ-764

ing those reported here) exploit low-frequency components within the EEG, but765

useful information may also be carried by high-frequency power (Synigal et al.,766

2020; Forte et al., 2017; Teoh et al., 2019). If the relevant sources have low SNR,767

they may not be exploitable without appropriate spatial filtering, but standard lin-768

ear techniques to find the filters (such as CCA) are not directly applicable. One769

promising approach is to use quadratic component analysis (QCA) to allow power770

sources to be isolated using standard linear methods (de Cheveigné, 2012). This771

entails forming cross-products between channels and/or lags, leading to very high-772

dimensional data, and thus requires an appropriate dimensionality-reduction strat-773

egy.774

A third direction is better management of the time axis. As Fig. 7 (top) shows,775

errors occur only for segments for which the mismatch dm is large, and these oc-776

cupy only a small fraction of the time axis. A better understanding of what triggers777

large-mismatch events might allow them to be mitigated. Alternatively, since they778

are flagged by a high value of dm, the application may be able to interpolate over779

them based on the high-reliability (low dm) context.780

A fourth direction is more prosaic: better preprocessing, filtering, artifact re-781

jection, etc. We noted that performance metrics are sensitive to preprocessing782

parameters, but no attempt was made to tune them in this study.783

Finally, a fifth direction is to resort to more recent machine-learning methods784

in lieu of expertise-based approaches, in the faith that they will discover the same785

regularities and structure as embodied by hand-crafted methods, and more. Re-786
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sults so far are modest (Ciccarelli et al., 2019; Jalilpour Monesi et al., 2020; Tian787

and Ma, 2020; Das et al., 2020), but success in many other fields suggests that788

machine-learning approaches are well worth pursuing.789
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